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a reputation built on safety
proudly Handmade in Great britain

hat & body protector fitting manual

piggy french, Kitty King & pippa funnell
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Champion brand ambassador 
- piggy french 
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built to perfection tested to Destruction

Champion riding hats out perform britisH safety stanDarDs tests day after day. Why 
daily? because Champion believe that hats should not only be safety tested at the design 
stage, but continually tested throughout manufacture.
this investment in safety means that every Champion hat achieves the highly credited british 
standard Kitemark and is a guarantee every hat will comfortably out perform the four main 
areas of testing; penetration, shock absorption, harness strength and stability.

Each Champion riding hat conforms to the following specification;
• lightweight high performance shell.

• shock absorbing polystyrene liner for improved safety.
• easily adjustable harness with quick release buckle.

penetration 
testeD

Harness 
testeD

iMpaCt 
testeD

CrusH
testeD

prouDly HanDMaDe in Great britainprouDly HanDMaDe in Great britain
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CHaMpion Hat anD sKull struCture 

expanded polystyrene             
liner absorbs & reduces 
impact forces to the head.

the fully adjustable nylon       
or polypropylene harness 
ensures the helmet remains in 
place in accident situations.

outer shell in abs or Glass 
fibre prevents penetration 
by sharp objects & helps 
distribute impact forces 
evenly to polystyrene liner.

foam comfort padding ensures 
snug fit and prevents excessive 
movement in use.

. . . anD HoW tHey WorKCHaMpion Hat anD sKull struCture 

flexible peak on 
riding Hats

prouDly HanDMaDe in Great britainprouDly HanDMaDe in Great britain
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CHaMpion Hat anD sKull struCture . . . anD HoW tHey WorKCHaMpion Hat anD sKull struCture 

all champion hatS and SKullS are made from the folloWing:

outer sHell (which is made from abs plastic in the traditional hats & skulls, and Glass    
   fibre in the ventairs) serves the following purposes:
• To stop any sharp objects penetrating the hat/skull  
• To spread the force from an impact over a larger surface area
• Protect the polystyrene liner from disintergrating during impact

polystyrene liner absorbs the energy from the impact, causing the beads to crush together and    
reduces bruising to the head. 

foaM paDDinG provides comfort for the wearer.

an internal fabriC lininG gives the hat a smooth finish.

the photographs below show a cross section of a polystyrene liner before impact and after impact. 
these photographs clearly show how the polystyrene has crushed at the impact area, saving the rider 
from sustaining a serious head injury.

before impact after impact

prouDly HanDMaDe in Great britainprouDly HanDMaDe in Great britain
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CHaMpion riDinG Hats out perforM britisH stanDarDs safety tests Day after 
Day. WHy Daily?

because Champion believe that hats should not only be safety tested at the design stage, but continuously 
tested throughout manufacture.

penetration test; a 3kg toughened steel spike is dropped directly onto the hat - a test 
which demonstrates the hats resiliance against sharp objects such as horse shoe studs.

Harness test; tests both the strength of the harness, and the ability to keep the hat         
securely in place.

shock test; a hat fixed to a metal head is dropped vertically onto a steel anvil
- this tests the shock absorption qualities which will protect you in a potential fall.

Crush test; a hat is placed between two steel plates and crushed, the amount of crushing 
is measured.

this investment in safety means that every Champion hat earns the highly credited british Kitemark and 
is a guarantee that the hat will comfortably out perform the four main areas of testing - (1) penetration, 
(2) Harness strength and stability, (3) shock absorption, (4) Crush resitance.

testeD to DestruCtion bsi KiteMarK

prouDly HanDMaDe in Great britainprouDly HanDMaDe in Great britain
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testeD to DestruCtion bsi KiteMarK

all Champion hats and skulls carry the bsi Kitemark logo. 
this kitemark shows that a quantity from every batch is 
independently tested by the british standards institution to 
ensure consistent adherence to the current safety standards. 

all Champion hats and skulls meet:

 pas 015: 2011

all Champion pas 015:2011 hats and skulls are 

pony Club approved

*always check with your riding organisation for current rules.

prouDly HanDMaDe in Great britainprouDly HanDMaDe in Great britain
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step by step GuiDe to fittinG useful tips

•	 hat or skull? - assess the customer’s requirements 
based on what they will be using it for.

•	 measure - Measure the customer’s head with a 
tape measure. place the tape measure ½ an 
inch/13mm above the eyebrows, skim the tops of 
the ears and measure the fullest part of the head. 

•	 See Size chart - refer to the Champion size chart 
to convert the measurement into a hat/skull size.

•	 reassure - Explain to the customer that the hat/
skull you are fitting may feel more snug than their 
current hat. over time, the foam in their old hat 
will have compacted therefore making it looser 
than a brand new one.

•	 fitting - Take the hat/skull and roll it onto the 
customer’s head from the front, placing it in the 
correct position about ½ an inch/13mm above 
the eyebrows. press down until it is in the correct 
position on the head. If the hat is fitted with an 
adjustable head sizing ring, it may be best to roll 
the hat on to the customer’s head from the back.

•	 crown - ensure that your customer can feel the 
top of the hat on the top of their head. if not, the 
hat/skull may be too small, therefore try fitting 
the next size up.

•	 Vacuum	fit	 - Hold the hat/skull lightly at each 
side and gently rock the hat. you need to ensure 
there is a vacuum on the front fitting, therefore 
the customer’s eyebrows should move up and 
down when the hat is rocked back and forth. 
Another way to test for this vacuum/suction is 
to gently lift the hat off the customer’s head. it 
should create a feeling of suction as you lift it. 
If there is no vacuum/suction and the eyebrows 
do not move, then the hat is too big. repeat 
the steps above with a smaller hat/skull.

•	 Space - Check for space at the front of the temples. 
a little room at this point prevents headache from 
occuring. Check the space at the back of the hat/
skull. there may be a little space here which is not 
as critical as the front area. However too much 
room would suggest that you are fitting either the 
wrong size or the wrong style for that customers 
head.

•	 harness - adjust the harness, begin with front 
strap clip in the buckle, leave the strap loose, 
adjust the nape strap then adjust the front strap 
ensuring a snug fit under chin. Thread the loose 
ends of both straps through the retaining “o” 
rings and slide them up to the buckles to prevent 
slippage.

•	 finally - Check again that you have a vacuum 
fit across the front area by gently rocking the 
skull/hat. Gently tapping the hat from the back is 
another way to ensure there is no movement. the 
hat should not tip forward onto the rider’s eyes 
whilst being tapped.

prouDly HanDMaDe in Great britainprouDly HanDMaDe in Great britain
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step by step GuiDe to fittinG useful tips

prouDly HanDMaDe in Great britainprouDly HanDMaDe in Great britain

• always talk through the process with your customer. this ensures that they know what to expect 
next and also gives them the comfort that you know what you are doing and why you are doing it.

• Give the customer, especially children time to get used to the feel of the hat/skull.

• Should the hat/skull force the ears to bend substantially then try another style. All moulds are 
different shapes therefore a different style may be more suitable for that customers head.

• If you are struggling to fit your customer into any style of Champion hat/skull then you may need 
to try another brand. all brands, mould shapes are different as are peoples head shapes.

• Always advise your customer on the importance of taking care of their new hat/skull. Dropping 
the hat/skull, or allowing it to roll around in the car etc. can cause damage. This damage would 
not be visible on the outside, however could have caused internal damage to the polystyrene. 
if you are concerned that your helmet might be damaged then replace it. british standards 
recommend hats should be replaced after 3 – 5 years depending on degree of usage.

• It is advisable to remove the hat/skull from the customers head when adjusting the straps - 
especially when fitting children. Some nervous customers may prefer to do up the clip themselves.

• Should your customer feel that the hat/skull that you have fitted is too small then try the next size 
up on them. This may feel more comfortable if they are not used to wearing a hat/skull, however 
you will be able to show them how the hat moves as opposed to their eyebrows and explain that 
the front vacuum is the vital fitting point. Give them extra time to wear the correct size to get used 
to the snug feeling, or try a different style to see if it is more comfortable.
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Hat anD sKull siZe GuiDe

riding Hat sizes

Velvet Cover sizes

61/4
51cm

pas 015:2011 skull size Velvet Cover
large

extra large
50cm - 57cm
58cm - 63cm

Jockey skull sizes
00

50 - 51cm
61/8 - 61/4

001/2

51 - 52cm

0

52 - 53cm

01/2 1 11/2

prouDly HanDMaDe in Great britainprouDly HanDMaDe in Great britain

53 - 54cm 54 - 55cm 55 - 56cm
61/4 - 63/8 63/8 - 61/2 61/2 - 65/8 65/8 - 63/4 63/4 - 67/8

2

56 - 57cm
67/8 - 7

21/2

57 - 58cm

3

58 - 59cm

31/2 4 41/2

59 - 60cm 60 - 61cm 61 - 62cm
7 - 71/8 71/8 - 71/4 71/4 - 73/8 73/8 - 71/2 71/2 - 75/8

5

62 - 63cm
75/8 - 73/4

63/8
52cm

61/2
53cm

65/8
54cm

63/4
55cm

67/8
56cm

7
57cm

71/8
58cm

71/4
59cm

73/8
60cm

71/2
61cm

75/8
62cm

73/4
63cm
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• the revision of the european safety standard is 
intended to ensure that there are no gaps to the 
sides or shoulders of body protectors.  

• all sizes shall be tested at type approval stage. 
one child & one adult protector will be required 
for annual re-test.

• all protectors will be tested whole with particular 
attention paid to closures such as zips. 

• Coloured warning markers are required to 
denote maximum user-size opening.

• shoulder widths are governed by chest size (4% 
minimum). for example a chest size of 100cm 
will result in a shoulder width of 4cm minimum.

• the waist must have a minimum overlap of 
2.5cm in all sizes.

w
w

w
.cham

pionhats.co.uk
body protectors

Hat anD sKull siZe GuiDe

MeetinG tHe beta 2009 stanDarD for Horse riDers & en: 13158:2009 level 3

• there shall be a minimum overlap of 2.5cm at 
the shoulder on all sizes. 

• Half thickness areas of the body protector 
is controlled at a maximum pre-determined 
distance below the top of the shoulder to help 
protect the rider’s clavicle. this also applies 
to the sides where the half thicknesses are 
controlled to prevent injuries to the hip.

• ergonomic tests shall be carried out on three 
sizes of protector by real-life subjects.

• size markings should meet maximum and 
minimum sizing requirements as detailed in the 
standard.

• new marking requirements must include size 
pictogram, number of standard, date of 
manufacture and warnings about coloured 
markers and an explanation as to why they are 
incorporated. the beta label is to be attached 
to the outside of the bp in such a way that the 
entire label is visible.

®

boDy proteCtors

prouDly HanDMaDe in Great britainprouDly HanDMaDe in Great britain
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boDy proteCtor features

all CHaMpion boDy proteCtors feature:

• flexibility - 4 panel foam using PVC Nitrile foam for maximum flexibility.

• lightweight - low density high performance foam.

• breathability - the outer fabric is fully breathable and durable.

• new beta standard - beta standard level 3 2009 and en:13158:2009 

level 3

• polygiene - this treatment will control bacteria growth therefore stopping odours 

from developing, it can last up to 50 washes and is environmentally friendly.               

• sizing - up to 9 sizes with 3 back lengths (short, regular, long). size ranges vary 

between styles. (See size chart on the BP for fitting)

• buckles - buckles are replaceable.

• shoulder protectors - beta standard level 3 2009 and en:13158:2009. 

• anatomically designed 

available in black or navy.

prouDly HanDMaDe in Great britainprouDly HanDMaDe in Great britain
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boDy proteCtor struCture

Washable

Hinge tek® system
Provides unparalleled fit

Cut-flex® system foam

polygiene® silver treatment

• latest 2009 standards 

• anti-bacterial treatment

• supreme flexibility

• Maximum breathability

• ultra lightweight

• regular, short, long back available

body protectors

boDy proteCtor features

13
prouDly HanDMaDe in Great britainprouDly HanDMaDe in Great britain
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•	 Zip or tabard? - find out the customer’s 
preferences.

•	 correct attire - The protector should be fitted 
over a t-shirt or similar.

•	 measure - Measure (1) the chest, (2) waist 
and (3) over the shoulder waist to waist. see 
next page for diagram. 

•	 Size chart - refer to the size chart on the 
body protector.

•	 fitting - place the body protector onto the 
customer and loosely close the fastening

•	 Shoulder straps - adjust the shoulder straps 
making sure the coloured warning markers 
are covered. at the front, make sure the top of 
the bp reaches the top of the sternum. at the 
back, make sure the bp covers the prominent 
bone at the base of the neck. 

•	 Shape the back - place one hand in small of 
the customers back, take hold of the bottom of 
the bp with the other hand, push into the small 
of the back and at the same time ease the 
bottom out. this enables the body protector to 
follow the shape of the body.

•	 Waist - Adjust the waist until a snug secure fit 
is achieved; check that the warning markers 
are fully covered. if not try the next size.

•	 ribs - ask the customer to locate their bottom 
ribs. at the ribs lowest point they should be 1 
inch above the bottom of the protector. if this 
is not achieved it may be possible to achieve 
this by adjusting the shoulder straps as long as 
this does not show any markers, if this does not 
work try the next size up.

•	 back length - Check the back length. this is 
best done by sitting the customer on a saddle 
similar to their own; there should be at least 
1.5 to 2 inches between the bottom of the 
protector and the saddle. if this is not possible, 
sit the customer on a chair and aim for 3 to 
4 inches between protector and chair, this will 
allow for the shape of the saddle. if it is too 
short try a long back, but if the protector is just 
slightly shorter this is not a problem as it is only 
there to protect soft tissue and if too long will 
cause the protector to push up into the neck 
which could be uncomfortable.

prouDly HanDMaDe in Great britainprouDly HanDMaDe in Great britain
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step by step GuiDe to fittinG useful tips

HoW to Measure

prouDly HanDMaDe in Great britainprouDly HanDMaDe in Great britain

always talk through the process with your customer. this ensures that they know what 
to expect next and also gives them the comfort that you know what you are doing.

Give the customer time to get used to the feel and remember that the protector will form to 
the shape of the body as it warms and may need to be re-adjusted to maintain a snug fit.

advise the customer to keep the instructions on the ticket for further reference.



®

for furtHer inforMation

www.championhats.co.uk
telephone: 0113 270 7000  


